Social Bookmarking

The original video of this tutorial is available here: [http://www.senuke.com/videotraining](http://www.senuke.com/videotraining)

This is the social bookmarking tutorial for SENuke X. The goals of this tutorial are to give you a definition of social bookmark nuke, show you how to do them and give you some tips and tricks at the end.

**Definition**

A social bookmark nuke drops links and descriptions on social bookmark websites such as Digg, Mixx, Mr Wong and Spotback. Social bookmark nukes are very important to the overall SEO process because they help to quickly improve the ranking of your site.

You need to enter the URLs that you want to bookmark, fill in the fields and nuke it. You will see results as Google starts to index all of the links.

**A look at the Software**

Before you do social bookmarking nukes you first want to make sure that your profile is set up to do social bookmarking. Then click new, click social bookmarking. Name the project and double click it to open.

You can choose a profile, URL list and RSS list.

You can do one of two things. You can either choose to use URLs from a URL list, or manually
enter a list of URLs in the box below. You can then either bookmark all the sites above or a specified number of sites at once.

Then fill in the title, tags and description fields. All of these are spinnable.

Then select the accounts that you want to nuke with in that profile. Then you hit start.

**How to do a Social Bookmark**

To do a social bookmark start by selecting a profile that is set up with social bookmarking site accounts. Then choose or create a URL and RSS list.

If you want to use URLs from a particular URL list then you can just choose the URL list here.

You can also enter the URLs manually one by one. Then choose to bookmark all the websites above. Most people in the forums say that you can bookmark up to 10 sites per account. It’s best if you stick to around three or five. Some sites will restrict you to 1 or 2 bookmarks.

Then fill in the title tags and description files.
Then select “select/deselect with accounts”. Then select a category and then you’re good to go. Just make sure you have all the fields entered correctly.

Start or schedule the project and wait while it completes.

**Tips and Tricks**

We will end this tutorial with some tips and tricks at the end. It’s normally best to do social bookmark nukes right after the article social nuke. Copy and paste the first sentence from the article and social nuke into the social bookmark nuke and you’re done.

Don’t get too confused with the project. Just fill in all the fields and get everything done.

You will find that you will get much better results if you use unique content. Use the spinner with unique content to improve your results.